WELCOME TO
THE EXPLORER
MAGAZINE

Hasn’t winter come quickly this year?
I hope everyone is keeping warm
and dry.
Are you dreaming of a warm summer-y
destination to visit? I know I am!
In this quarter’s Explorer Magazine our
focus turns to Alaska, Canada and the
USA. Australia’s winter is the northern
hemisphere’s summer and it’s the best
time to visit!
When we think of this destination a great
variety of experiences and magnificent
attractions come to mind: spectacular
glaciers, serenely beautiful lakes, rugged
landscapes and vibrant cities with
colourful histories that dot the region.
Then there’s the wealth of wildlife, unique
and delicious cuisine, and fascinating
culture with iconic sights which combine
to truly make this a land of contrast.
So as you start to hibernate this winter,
take a journey through North America in
this issue and hopefully it will inspire you
to discover more.
Kim Fong
Explorer Community Manager,
Evergreen Tours

2016 ALASKA,
CANADA AND USA
BROCHURE OUT NOW!
View online or order your copy at
evergreentours.com/brochures.
Alternatively call 1300 383 747
or visit your local Evergreen
Expert Agency.

CANADA & USA
DELUXE CRUISING & TOURING IN NORTH AMERICA

STAY IN TOUCH WITH US
NEW EXCLUSIVE EXPLORER OFFER FOR
OUR 2016 CANADA & USA PROGRAM.

offer exclusives

2016
evergreentours.com.au

facebook.com/EvergreenToursAustralia
youtube.com/EvergreenTours1
evergreentours.com/subscribe

SILVER MEMBER

GOLD MEMBER

DIAMOND MEMBER

Complimentary 1 night
pre/post tour
accommodation*

Extra complimentary night
with your Gold pre/post tour
accommodation*^

Extra complimentary night
with your Diamond pre/post tour
accommodation AND a
Discover More of your choice*

Discount code EVDIR207

Discount code EVDIR207

Discount code EVDIR207

*Book and deposit for 2016 Canada & USA tour with 18 days or more. Offer expires 31 July 2015. Conditions apply. ^Gold Explorers receive 2 pre/post tour nights on tours 18 days or more.

Lake Louise, Alberta

ADVENTURES with a
Mountain Heritage Guide
When the Chateau Lake Louise opened for business in 1892,
it was considered an alpinist’s paradise, with so many peaks to
enjoy. The Canadian Pacific Railway wanted to ensure guests
reached them safely and enjoyably so they hired guides from
Switzerland to take them into the great outdoors and discover
the landscape’s natural treasures.

This tradition continues today with an in-house team of
Mountain Adventure Guides. Along the way, you’ll hear stories
from days past, learn about wildlife and pick up tips on making
the most of your journey. We chat to one of these legendary
Mountain Adventure Guides, Jeff Douglas, for a glimpse into his
amazing job.
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What do you love most about
the Rockies?
The Canadian Rockies are vast, rugged
and wild; the views are uninterrupted,
and the wildlife roam over 23,000
square kilometres of protected space.
Places like this are special for the
entire planet!
Can you tell us about a story from your
guiding experiences?
One of the most memorable guided
hikes I've led started on a hot August
morning. After five hours we reached the
Wenkchemna Pass, near Moraine Lake,
with its amazing views of Banff National
Park. As we began to settle for lunch
I noticed a storm fast approaching.
The guests heeded my advice and
put on their extra clothing just in time
for a blizzard to hit! We hastily started
downhill to get below the tree line and
found a huge boulder to break the wind.
After it calmed down, we finally started
to eat lunch, then walking straight at us
is a large grizzly bear! I announce our

presence with a loud "Hey Bear!” to
which it lifts its head, notices us,
and then moves 100 metres away to
feed on some berries. This place never
gets boring!
When is the best time to visit the
national park?
It depends on which season you enjoy.
September is one of the driest months
and the cooler weather is great for
hiking and climbing. March traditionally
receives a lot of snow so the skiing and
snowshoeing are fantastic!
What are your top 3 tips for visitors to
this region?
1. There is no such thing as bad
weather, just poor apparel choices.
Dress in layers (no cotton) with a
waterproof jacket, pants, boots
and a backpack.
2. Always hydrate! 1,731 metres
above sea level isn't that high but
you can recover from exercise
faster by drinking more water.
And no... alcohol doesn’t count!

3.

Take your time. Put your phone and
camera down and just sit. Most
people rush through the Rockies.
Take five minutes for yourself and
just drink in the view! Although you
will leave this place, this place will
never leave you!

What is so special about the Tea
Houses along the trails during
the summer?
The views from the tea houses are
exceptional and are well worth the
effort to hike. But being able to wash
down the views with loose leaf tea
and homemade chocolate cake or
apple crumble makes it a very unique
experience!
Out of all the places you have been,
what is your favourite place in the
world to visit ?
As someone who loves mountains the
Patagonia region of Chile and Argentina
is spectacular. Where I'd like to go next
is a tough question but Slovenia is high
on my list.

Emerald Lake and Tea House

"The views from the tea houses are exceptional and are well worth
making the effort to hike. But being able to wash down the views with
loose leaf tea and homemade chocolate cake or apple crumble
makes it a very unique experience!"
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Sunrise over the mountain range around
Lake Louise. Photo by Jeff Douglas.
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18 DAY Rockies
Grandeur & Alaska
Inside Passage Cruise

ERPC
Glacier
Bay Skagway
Juneau
Tracy Arm
Ketchikan
1

7

INSIDE
PASSAGE
CRUISE

JASPER

LAKE LOUISE
2 BANFF
KAMLOOPS
1
VICTORIA 2 VANCOUVER Optional Rocky
Mountaineer

SUN PEAKS
WHISTLER 1 1

1

1

$5,995*pp + Partner Fly Free*
Have you scaled many other peaks
and do you have a favourite?
I've climbed throughout Canada, the
United States, Argentina, Chile, Peru
and Ecuador. All were special but
climbing to 6,000 metres in Ecuador
stands out as I had to push my body
in ways I’d never experienced.
Do you have a favourite photo you
can share with us of your travels?
There are so many to choose from,
however here is a great photo to go
with a great story. In 2012 my climbing
partner and I were keen to start early
to see the sunrise on summits in the
Lake Louise area so we started off at
2am. After reaching the glacier under
a clear moonless night the Northern
Lights appeared with brilliant purple
and green dancing in the night sky
and reflecting off the snow! Above us,
we had a near miss with an avalanche
but feeling safe we continued. We
reached the summit just in time for
one of the most spectacular sunrises
of my life. As we were returning a
group of Japanese hikers lined the
walk way to the hut and gave us a
standing ovation! In the photo, my
climbing partner is on the summit of
mountain we call "The President", near
Emerald Lake, basking in what we call
the "Alpine Glow."
Many thanks to Jeff for some great
advice and an amazing photo.
Evergreen visits Lake Louise and
Banff, on a range of Canadian tours,
with time to discover a little piece of
this amazing wilderness.
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$9,095*pp + Partner Fly Free*
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Dinosaur Provincial Park

Head Smashed In Buﬀalo Jump

2 WATERTON N.P.
GLACIER N.P. 2

320 GUEST RANCH 1

Big Sky

Grand Teton N.P.
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1 JACKSON

SALT LAKE CITY 1
1 BRYCE CANYON N.P.
LAKE POWELL
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$7,595*pp + Partner Fly Free*
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QUEBEC CITY 2

For a taste of the Canadian Rockies
experience, this tour includes an 11 day
deluxe Rockies tour where you’ll visit
famous Whistler, beautiful Banff and Jasper
National Parks and stay at the famous
Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, followed by
a spectacular seven night Inside Passage
Cruise where you’ll visit Glacier Bay
National Park. Included, 'You're Invited' to
enjoy an authentic Fur Traders Feast.

24 DAY Grand Canada &
Alaska and Voyage of the
Glaciers Cruise

EPRA

GULF OF
ALASKA
CRUISE

Offer exclusives
See page1

Sydney
Charlottetown
Halifax

Bar Harbor

MONTREAL 1
2 BOSTON
OTTAWA 2
Kingston
TORONTO 2
Niagara 2 NEW YORK
Falls

NEW
ENGLAND
CRUISE

On this fantastic trip, you’ll get the full
Canadian and Alaskan experience!
Visit breathtaking Banff and Jasper National
Parks, beautiful Lake Louise and two days
on the famous Rocky Mountaineer Rail.
Cruise the Inside Passage into Alaska on
a seven night luxury Princess cruise. View
Glacier Bay and College Fjord. Then ride
the Midnight Sun Express train and explore
Denali National Park.

18 DAY The Rockies
& Canyonlands
For a different view, explore the world's
richest deposit of dinosaur bones at
Dinosaur Provincial Park in the Alberta
Badlands. View wildlife one of the most
spectacular National Parks. Cruise
tranquil Lake Powell, discover the
Hoodoos at Bryce Canyon, and take a
4WD tour through Monument Valley and
Antelope Canyon. Marvel at the famous
Grand Canyon before hitting the dazzling
city of luck & lights – Las Vegas, Nevada.

19 DAY Best of
East Canada &
New England Cruise
Step into another world with this Best
of Eastern Canada tour. Discover the
Canadian cities of Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal and Quebec City. Cruise
New England’s waterways on Holland
America’s seven night voyage into
Boston. Board the train to “The Big
Apple” New York where you’ll then
explore this grand city.

$7,395*pp + Partner Fly Free*
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Meet the Team
Interview with our East Coast
USA Tour Director – Lisa Tyner

Tell us a little about yourself?
I am Canadian and currently live in
beautiful Victoria, British Columbia.
I have been with Evergreen for 8 years
and it’s truly the best job I've ever
had. I stumbled into it by accident,
answering an online job ad, and have
never looked back!
What do you enjoy most about
your job?
Most certainly it's the people! Our
guests are here to have fun. I love
meeting new people, guiding them
through new experiences and ticking
off as many of their bucket list items as
we can manage.
What is your favourite place to
take guests?
It's very hard to pick a favourite
because so many places we visit are
incredible and unique. I love New
York, New Orleans and Savannah
because they all have such a variety
of people and lifestyles that coexist
in the best way.

never missed a beat and in fact she
led the pack most of the time. I can
only hope that I have that much vigour
and love for life when I reach her age.
Another guest recently lost his wife
and was very quiet and sad when
he arrived. He made the trip as a
tribute to her because she had always
wanted to come to North America.
Everyone loved him and he had a
fantastic time, making new friends
that I’m sure he will have for life. He
told me at the end of the trip that
it was a life changing experience
and had given him the strength and
purpose to go on. I cried and he cried.
It was beautiful.
What’s your favourite local delicacy?
Sorry, I can't pick just one! The
US is very regional with its dialect,

Can you share a favourite story or
two from your travels?
One of my favourites is of a guest
named Joy who was on my very first
tour. Joy was a bit older, travelled
alone and had some health issues so
I was a bit concerned about her. She
turned out to be an inspiration! She
Savannah, Georgia, USA
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lifestyles and food so everywhere
we go there is something new and
delicious: pizza in NYC, philly cheese
steaks in Philadelphia, fried chicken
in the South or seafood on the coast.
Umnomnomnom!
Do you have a favourite spot to hang
out while on tour?
I like to walk around the different
neighbourhoods in each city when
I get the time. I find the architecture
is amazing from the ironwork in
New York to the grand old southern
plantations. There is always something
new to see on every trip!
What secret spots you can you
recommend to Evergreen guests?
There's a place in New Orleans called
Mothers Restaurant that makes a
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EEUS

21 DAY Complete
Eastern USA

NEW YORK
GETTYSBURG 2
1

SHENANDOAH NAT. PARK 1
MEMPHIS

2 WASHINGTON DC
2 WILLIAMSBURG
Kill Devil Hills

NASHVILLE
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$8,195*pp +
Save up to $400 per couple
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Central Park, New York
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Sault St. Marie
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DETROIT
CHICAGO 1
Lake Erie

Lake
Superior

GREAT
LAKES
CRUISE

"Embrace change and
go with the flow! There
is a difference between
a tourist and a traveller.
A tourist expects
everything to be the same
as home and a traveller
revels in the differences."

to-die-for Po'boy sandwich. It’s a
submarine-type sandwich on a light
loaf filled mostly with seafood but
you can get other meats. Mother’s
Po'boys are so great that you may
have to line up for them!
What’s your tip for travellers
who have never been to USA’s
East Coast?
Embrace change and go with the
flow! There is a difference between
a tourist and a traveller. A tourist
expects everything to be the same
as home and a traveller revels in the
differences. Oh, and if you come in
the summer get ready for the heat!

$12,195*pp + Partner Fly Free*
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NATIONAL PARK
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Grand Teton 2 1
2
National Park
1
Mount Rushmore
SALT LAKE
JACKSON
SAN FRANCISCO
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2
BRYCE CANYON 1 DENVER
YOSEMITE
1 NAT. PARK 1 NAT. PARK
MONTEREY 1
1 LAKE POWELL
2
SANTA YNEZ 1
Monument Valley
1
Santa Barbara
2
LAS
GRAND CANYON
VEGAS
NATIONAL PARK
LOS ANGELES

$8,295*pp +
Save up to $400 per couple

As the tour name describes, this is the
Complete Eastern USA experience.
Over 21 days discover the cities of
New York and Washington DC, learn
about the life of Elvis at Graceland and
uncover the liveliness and sounds of
colourful New Orleans. Take in civil war
history with the Gettysburg tour, plus
enjoy some time to explore places Lisa
spoke about too!

NEW 23 DAY
EASTERN EXPLORER &
GREAT LAKES DISCOVERY
New to our 2016 program, this tour
explores Eastern Canada and New
England and you also get to cruise the
famous Five Great Lakes of Canada
and USA. This unique and exclusive
experience includes iconic sights
including Niagara Falls, big US cities
of Chicago, Boston and New York and
beautiful French influenced Ottawa,
Quebec and Montreal.

21 DAY Ultimate
Western USA
On this iconic Western USA tour, you’ll
discover cities of Hollywood, Beverly
Hills and Las Vegas, visit iconic Mt
Rushmore and explore Yellowstone
and Yosemite National Parks. Enjoy
a guided sunset tour of the famous
Grand Canyon and Monument Valley,
'You're Invited' to a Cirque du Soleil
performance in Las Vegas, and cruise
by canyons on Lake Powell.

NEW 19 DAY
Icons of the USA

EUWE

2
3

2

SAN FRANCISCO
3
LAS VEGAS
3

Offer exclusives
See page1

3

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

BOSTON

NEW YORK

2

WASHINGTON D.C

Grand Canyon

$9,495*pp + Partner Fly Free*

When you think of USA’s big cities you'll
no doubt include San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Las Vegas, Chicago, Boston,
Washington DC and of course New
York. A bucket list ticking trip, we’ve
bundled all these cities and more,
into one, with time for you to explore.
Catch the iconic city sights of each city
including Statue of Liberty, the White
House, Hollywood and Grand Canyon,
just to name a few.
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USA
SURVIVAL GUIDE
For the times when you roam the streets of the US and Canada on
your own, Evergreen’s ever-knowledgeable Tour Directors offer these tips:
Cars drive on the other side of the road.
Be aware of where you are standing
as traffic is coming the other direction.
Please do not stop and look around in
the middle of the street or parking lot as
you may get yelled at! Step to the side
if you need to stop.
Taxes are not included in the
price of things and the percentage
of tax will change from province
to province, or state to state.

Our coaches and buses
only have one do
door –
that’s just how w
we roll!

When you are out explorin
exploring on your
own, tipping at both restaurants and pubs is not
optional, it is expected. As a general rule, tip around 15%
or simply double the sales tax for a
an easy calculation!

Coffee is not the same!
We primarily drink brewed
coffee. The availability of
cappuccino and lattes may be
limited or slow. If you want milk
or chocolate sprinkles, please
ask for it specifically otherwise
you will get cream. Always
describe what you are looking
for if you get a puzzled look.

Lemonade
Lem
L
monade is a flat, yellow,
lemon flavoured
red drink
in North America. If you
want a fizzy lemon/lime
w
drink ask for a 7Up or Sprite.

Chefs hate cooking steaks well done.
Be sure to tell the server “not pink”
if that’s the way you like your steak served.
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from Sugar Shack Manager,

DANY NERON
Maple syrup is famous the world
over and is arguably Canada’s
national condiment. We speak
to Dany Neron, who owns and
runs the Sugar Shack in Quebec,
Canada, for a glimpse into the life
and history of maple syrup.
You have been operating the
Sugar Shack for the past 20
years. Has maple syrup always
been your passion?
Maple syrup has been a passion
from a young age. My Dad used to
bring us to the Sugar Shack every
spring and we always had maple
syrup at home. I started working in
1979 as a cook so cooking is my
first passion closely followed by
maple syrup.
How is maple syrup collected?
Each year between mid-March
and mid-April we collect sap from
the Maple tree. We make a hole in
the tree and insert a pipeline and
harvest the sap when it is -4 to
-5° C. Traditionally, we would
harvest with a horse, sleigh and a
barrel but today a pump brings the
sap directly to our shack. The sap
is 97% water and 3% sugar, but
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for pure maple syrup we need
eed 66%
sugar. It’s a natural product with
no additives. It is actually illegal to
put in additives so we boil 40 litres
of sap for 8 hours to make a single
litre of maple syrup.
Other than pancakes, what else
is maple syrup also used for?
We use it for almost everything
from sweetening coffee, as a
topping for yoghurt or to flavour
ham. My favourite is a popular
drink called Le Sortilège which is
made with Canadian whisky and
maple syrup.
Maple syrup was first collected
and used by indigenous North
Americans. How did they use it?
According to historical accounts,
Europeans first thought the maple
tree was a large walnut tree but
later they noticed copious amounts
of maple water spurted out.
They found it tasted like wine and
described it as a fortifying drink.
The local Indians used the maple
water as a drink that was said to
revive your strength. They would
also eat the bark of the maple to
combat hunger during a famine.

CONVERT
Miles to Kilometres

Recipe
CAFÉ FLAMBÉ, A SUGAR
SHACK INSPIRATION
PREPARATION TIME
10 minutes
COOKING TIME
1 minute
SERVINGS
4 portions
INGREDIENTS:
• 115 g (4 oz.) maple sugar,
in large pieces
• 125 ml (4 oz) Sortilège
(maple whiskey)
• 4 espresso allongé (espresso diluted
with a little hot water)
• 500 ml (2 cups) of maple
whipped cream
• A few drops of Coureur des
Bois maple cream

• Maple sugar, grated (for garnish)
METHOD
1. Place 4 coffee cups or glasses on
a large plate or metal platter.
2. Put 30 g (1 oz) of hard maple sugar
into each cup and set aside.
3. Gently heat Sortilège whiskey in a
small saucepan. Flambé whiskey and
pour into the cups.
Add espresso into each cup and top
with maple whipped cream. Sprinkle
with a few drops of Coureur des Bois
cream and some maple sugar, to
taste.
Serve immediately. Be careful, as the
cups may be quite hot.
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Subtract 30 from the
temperature and then divide
the number by 2.

Add 50% of the miles
and then add 10% of the miles.

80ºF – 30 = 50 ÷ 2 = 25ºC

30mph + 15 = 45 + 3 = 48kph
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Budapest, Hungary

EXPLORER
DEALS

EUROPE RIVER CRUISING
Wish upon a star and cruise on a ‘Star Ship’ to discover the magic of Europe’s rivers.
EWCR

EWAB

EWNU

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM

7

COLOGNE

RHINE GORGE

RHINE GORGE
MILTENBERG
RÜDESHEIM
BAMBERG
14
WERTHEIM
NUREMBERG
WÜRZBURG
REGENSBURG
DÜRNSTEIN
BRATISLAVA
PASSAU
MELK VIENNA

COLOGNE

HEIDELBERG

MANNHEIM
BREISACH

BUDAPEST

SLOVAKIA

ROMANIA
Nuremberg
Melk Vienna HUNGARY Bucharest
Budapest
2
Passau Bratislava
Iron Gates Silistra
14
AUSTRIA
Arbanassi
Belgrade Veliko Tarnovo

KOBLENZ
RÜDESHEIM

SERBIA

BLACK FOREST

BULGARIA

BASEL

ZURICH

From $3,665*pp +
Partner Fly Free*

From $6,495*pp + Fly Free*

From $7,425*pp + Fly Free*

15 DAY Splendours
of Europe River Cruise

8 DAY Amsterdam
to Basel River Cruise

8 DAY Nuremberg
to Bucharest

For the classic Europe river cruising
experience this popular cruise sails
between Amsterdam to Budapest along
the Main and Danube Rivers. Explore 15
different cities, towns and villages, be
enchanted by the vineyard-lined rivers
and savour the local delights with 41
meals included.

For a shorter but equally beautiful Europe
river cruise, sail the gorgeous Rhine
River between Amsterdam and Basel.
Experience Holland’s beautiful canals and
discover Germany’s famous Black Forest
region and majestic gothic architecture.
With 20 meals included this makes a
perfect short or alternate European
river option.

If you’ve already sailed the classic
Amsterdam to Budapest route and still
want more of the magical waterways
this itinerary is for you! Re-live arguably
the prettiest part of the Danube from
Nuremberg then venture to the less
explored lower Danube and finish in
Bucharest.

offer exclusives

SILVER MEMBER

GOLD MEMBER

DIAMOND MEMBER

Cabin upgrade^*

Cabin upgrade^ +
1 Discover More*

Cabin upgrade^ +
1 Discover More +
All day drinks package*

Discount code EVDIR202

Discount code EVDIR202

Discount code EVDIR202

^Book and deposit for 2016 River Cruise in a Category C, B, A or R Emerald Balcony Suite and receive a FREE cabin upgrade. *Conditions apply. Offer expires 31/5/2015.
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Agios Nikolaos, Crete, Greece

SUPERB OCEAN & RIVER CRUISING
Enjoy the best of both worlds with European river and ocean cruising options.
ENOR

EBAL
HAMMERFEST
KIRKENES
TROMSO
HARSTAD
1 AMSTERDAM
NESNA
COLOGNE

TRONDHEIM

6

ALESUND

GERMANY

14

PASSAU

BERGEN

NUREMBERG
MELK
VIENNA
BUDAPEST

HELSINKI

OSLO

NORWAY

STOCKHOLM
SWEDEN

DENMARK

COPENHAGEN
WARNEMUNDE
BERLIN

Baltic
Sea

11

TALLINN

ESTONIA

14
PASSAU

RUSSIA

ROME

NUREMBERG
MELK
VIENNA
BUDAPEST

ITALY

ISTANBUL

TURKEY

NAPLES

14

EPHESUS
KUSADASI

GREECE

AMSTERDAM
COLOGNE

PASSAU

From $9,035*pp + Fly Free*

AMSTERDAM
COLOGNE

EGMD
ST PETERSBURG

Mediterranean Sea

7

NUREMBERG
MELK

ATHENS

MYKONOS

CRETE

HERAKLION

VIENNA
BUDAPEST

From $10,885*pp + Fly Free*

From $9,080*pp + Fly Free*

22 DAY Norwegian
Fjord Cruise

26 DAY Best of
the Baltic Cruise

22 DAY
Mediterranean Cruise

Introduced last year, this popular
Hurtigruten Cruise features seven days
sailing along Norway’s dramatic coast
after your 15 day Splendours of Europe
River Cruise. Discover incredible fjords
and waterfalls, killer whales and sea
eagles. The scenery continues to unveil
as you sail into the Arctic Circle. In the
summer enjoy extended sunlight hours or
catch the Northern lights from September.

Enjoy your superb 15 day river cruise
then fly into Copenhagen and board
a beautiful Princess Cruise ship. From
here you’ll sail the Baltic Sea over the
next eleven days. Experience the unique
art, history, sights and architecture of
the region and discover cities including
Oslo, Warnemunde, Berlin, Tallinn, St
Petersburg, Helsinki and Stockholm.

Following your 15 day deluxe river
cruise, fly into Rome where your superb
Ocean Princess ship awaits. For the
next week take in the best of the
magnificent Mediterranean stopping in
Naples, Crete, Turkey and the Greek
Island of Mykonos before finishing in
Athens. Packed with history, scenery
and culture you’ll tick more off that
bucket list!

offer exclusives

SILVER MEMBER

GOLD MEMBER

DIAMOND MEMBER

Cabin upgrade^*

Cabin upgrade^ +
1 Discover More*

Cabin upgrade^ +
1 Discover More +
All day drinks package*

Discount code EVDIR202

Discount code EVDIR202

Discount code EVDIR202

^Book and deposit for 2016 River Cruise in a Category C, B, A or R Emerald Balcony Suite and receive a FREE cabin upgrade. *Conditions apply. Offer expires 31/5/2015.
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